Optimized Ziegler-Nichols based PID control design for tilt suspensions
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Abstract

PID control design using optimized modified Ziegler-Nichols tuning is for active suspensions of tilting nature is presented. The study of this refers to non-precedent tilt active suspensions for railway vehicles which comprises a cumbersome design trade-off. No study exists on detailed Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning for Single-Input-Single-Output type non-precedent tilt control. We therefore investigate such an approach, referred to here as simple tilt, emphasizing control performance that can be achieved in such type of tilting suspension problem. The aim is to provide a baseline design tool for control practitioners, in active suspensions of that nature, who may be more familiar with traditional PID tuning rules. Without loss of generality the suggestions in this paper can be considered in other applications of tilting suspension nature.
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1. Introduction

A number of applications involving some form of tilting action, or tilting mechanism or tilting suspensions exist. One of the most popular examples is high-speed tilting trains [1], other examples involve two and three-wheeled tilting vehicles [2]. Normally such tilting-related applications require active control and also to achieve a variety of design specifications (the design specifications may not necessarily be the same and can vary per nature of application, e.g. the details on exactly what tilting trains are expected to achieve vs what is required by a tilting road vehicle as an example). Albeit, in all cases of active tilt control, controller design and tuning can be a cumbersome design exercise (usually depending on complexity or simplicity of the design aims and also on controller structure and/or methodology).

In terms of simple control or initial control design, Proportional and Integral and Derivative (PID) controllers [3] are a popular classical type employed in a large number of industrial applications [3], [4], [5]. It is of no surprise that PID usually forms the simplest conventional controller for active tilt control applications. Numerous tuning methods have been (and are still) proposed by the worldwide control research community on PID control [3], still simple tuning rules are favored by – especially- the practising control engineers. It is noted that the use of advanced control design tools nowadays offer substantial benefits in the tuning of the PID controller in conjuction to simple tuning rules. In this paper, we present
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optimized PID control tuning for non-precedent tilt of railway vehicles which is a tilting-nature control application comprising a cumbersome design trade-off.

Tilting trains are used in high speed rail travel services in many countries around the world, essentially as a means of reducing journey times without the need of building new rail infrastructure [1], [6], [7]. Their operational concept is simple, i.e. lean the vehicle body inwards on track corners to reduce lateral acceleration experienced by passengers hence allow train speed to increase. Active control is used to perform the tilting action and active tilting train systems is an area whereby control engineering has been a major contributor to modern train vehicle technology. High frequency curves on a railtrack sector is pertinent to increasing advantage of tilting train utilisation.

Early tilting train control attempted to compensate for the full passenger lateral acceleration on a curved-track, referred at the time as ‘full nulling-tilt’. High motion sickness experienced by passengers shifted interest towards partial compensation of lateral acceleration on track corners [8], [9]. This became known as ‘partial nulling-tilt’ achieved by using a portion of the measured acceleration signal and a portion of the vehicle body roll angle (tilt). Control-wise the nulling-tilt method [10] of early tilting trains was intended to be simple and hence used feedback control from a lateral accelerometer mounted on the body of the current vehicle requiring tilt. At the time achieving sufficiently fast response on the curve transitions without causing ride quality degradation on straight track was difficult. The industrial-norm today uses acceleration information from a non-tilting part of the preview vehicle to provide the required tilting angle, with a straightforward tilt angle feedback controller locally to enable vehicle roll to the indicated tilt [8], [9]. This scheme is called “tilt with precedence” [9] [10], and typical tilt action profiles employ 60–70% compensation.

However, “Nulling-tilt” or ‘non-precedent tilt’ still forms an important research problem mainly due to the simplicity and straightforward failure detection it offers compared to “tilt with precedence”.

Some papers that address a variety of control methods and approaches both on non-precedent and precedent tilt approaches can be found in the literature [9], [10], [11]. The paper by Zamzuri-et-al [12] employed ITAE and Ziegles-Nichols fuzzy PID-tilt, while earlier work by Pearson-et-al [10] looked at both classical and optimal control from a practical viewpoint of limited tilt for an anti-roll bar tilt vehicle. Multivariable control for the tilt problem directly dealing with the complexity of the tilt control design is discussed here [13], [14], [15]. Recent work presented in [16], [17] discussed optimized PID control and refined PID-based loop-shaping with non-rational filters for non-precedent tilt respectively.

From a PID control tuning point of view, the simplest method remains the Ziegler-Nichols technique [3], [18] and normally each newly proposed tuning method almost always include comparison with Ziegler-Nichols. In this context, Ziegler-Nichols modified approach has been discussed in the control literature both from an analytical point of view –i.e. to provide a more optimized design for process control problems- [19] and on applications other than the railway tilt control one, i.e. such as in fractional PI control [20].

It is worth noting that although work on PID control for tilting vehicles can be found in the control literature, no particular study exists on detailed Ziegler-Nichols PID tuning for non-precedent rail vehicle tilt. We therefore investigate the effect of such an approach, in fact the Ziegler-Nichols modified rule [3] on tilt control performance and some related robustness aspects. We refer to the approach presented in this paper as ‘simple’ tilt’, i.e. a simple tuning method, for a simple classical controller, applied to a simple tilt control setup.

2. Vehicle model for control design purposes

Information about the model used for design purposes in this paper are presented here. The endview model of a railway vehicle suffices,
and is shown on Fig.1. The endview model, essentially being a “suspen-
sion-constrained pendulum” comprises the (strongly) coupled
modes of interest, i.e. lateral and roll motion. The dynamic model is of 4 Degrees of
Freedom nature (with additional states characterising air spring contribution, wheelset
kinematics and actuator servo). Wheelsets do not play a particular role for tilt control
and hence only the filtering characteristic for lateral track irregularities is considered.

The dynamic relationship between effective
cant deficiency \( Y_{\text{e.c.d}} \) and the control input
\( \Delta t_{\text{ideal}} \) given in (1). The control input is the
ideal tilt \( \delta_{t_i} \) (this is processed via the servo-
type actuator representation in the model). The
vehicle is travelling on a rail track which essentially provides the input vector of track
exogenous inputs, i.e. curvature, cant, and lateral track irregularities excitation. The
modal analysis is presented in Table 1 (most
important modes given in bold font).

Table 1. Modal analysis for the ARB model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Damping</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Body lower sway</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>0.67Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body upper sway</td>
<td>27.2%</td>
<td>1.50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogie lateral</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>26.8Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogie roll</td>
<td>20.8%</td>
<td>11.1Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogie lateral kinematics</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>5.00Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air spring</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>3.70Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actuator</td>
<td>50.0%</td>
<td>3.50Hz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. The design framework

The design framework employed here can be seen in Fig. 2. This illustrates the early tilting
train control approach that attempted to compensate for passenger lateral acceleration
on curved-track using local vehicle sensor infformation. It is essentially of SISO (single
input single output) control nature (if the feedback is considered to be the effective cant
deficiency). Note that zero effective cant
deficiency on steady curve maps to 60% passenger acceleration compensation. The
transfer function suffers from Non-Minimum
Phase (NMP) zeros, i.e. unstable zeros that
impose performance constraints.

\[
Y_{\text{e.c.d}}(s) = \frac{27.5e3(s + 26.2)(s + 40.7)(s - 29.4)(s - 6)(s^2 + 7.65s + 24.4)(s^2 + 4.8s + 15.8e3)}{(s + 23.2)(s^2 + 1.4s + 17.4)(s^2 + 5.1s + 88)(s^2 + 22s + 483.6)(s^2 + 29.2s + 4.8e3)} \quad (1)
\]
The pole-zero map of the uncompensated Open-Loop system is shown in Fig.3, with the two NMP zeros on the right hand of the s-plane. The more conservative zero is the slow (closer to the origin from the right). Regarding speed of response, the NMP zeros limit the bandwidth of the system typically to less than half of the slower NMP zero frequency \[16\]. The controller block represents a PID controller, with the transfer function given in (2).

The PID controller here is designed to: (i) maintain straight track (stochastic) ride quality [21] degradation performance no more than 7.5% [9], [22] (we assess the weighted lateral acceleration signal [15]) to minimize P\(_{\text{CT}}\) (standing) factor\(^2\) which addresses the level of passenger comfort on curve transitions (deterministic/ tilt following). Note that due to the NMP zeros in the plant TF naturally the bandwidth of the system, with a linear controller, will be limited and well below half the frequency of the slow non-minimum phase zero, i.e. much less than approx. 3 rad/s in the case here. Essentially we follow the assessment proposed in [23], also seen in other tilt related papers [14], [15], [16]. More explanation on P\(_{\text{CT}}\) factor can be found in Appendix B. The full assessment approach for tilt control can found in [23]. From a control theoretic point of view one could refer to the P\(_{\text{CT}}\) factor as a more advanced version of an IAE metric, or a more “rail tilt suspension” linked metric.

### 4.1 Frequency-reponse Ziegler-Nichols

The Ziegler-Nichols method is still a rather popular choice in PID design (and as mentioned previously in the paper is a basis for comparison for other tuning techniques). We employ the Z-N frequency response method, which is based on the knowledge of the point of the system’s Nyquist curve that intersects the negative real axis. In fact, this point of intersection is called “ultimate point” as it refers to the ultimate gain and ultimate period. In particular, \(k_u\) (the ultimate gain) is the proportional gain before system instability approach and the dynamic interactions from the suspensions we are investigating what level can be achieved by the simple controller.

\[
K_{\text{PID}} = k_p \left(1 + \frac{1}{\tau_1 s} + \frac{\tau_2 s^2}{s + N + 1}\right)
\]

With parameters \(k_p\) the proportional gain, \(\tau_1\) the integral time constant and \(\tau_2\) the derivative time constant.

\(^2\)Ideally the fundamental tilting response, as measured by the PCT factor, must be as good as a passive vehicle at lower (non-tilting) speed [23]. However, due to the delay in the non-precedent tilt
and $T_u$ (the ultimate period) is the critical period at inverse of frequency of $-180^\circ$.

For completeness, Table 2 refers to a set of recommended gain parameters to achieve a decay ratio of $\frac{1}{4}$. Note that Ziegler-Nichols originally made the recommendations, based on an extensive set of simulations on different processes, mainly to achieve good load disturbance performance. Their systems were ones typified in the process control industry [3].

**Table 2. Ziegler-Nichols controller gains (freq. resp. method)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Controller type</th>
<th>$k_p$</th>
<th>$\tau_1$</th>
<th>$\tau_2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>$0.5k_u$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+I</td>
<td>$0.4k_u$</td>
<td>$0.8P_u$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P+I+D</td>
<td>$0.6k_u$</td>
<td>$0.5P_u$</td>
<td>$0.125P_u$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P_u$: ultimate period, $k_u$: ultimate gain

Normally Z-N tuning produces closed-loop systems with insufficient damping, hence re-tuning is a necessity. A well-known modified tuning approach is based on the graphical interpretation of the frequency response method, i.e. design a controller to move any arbitrary point of the frequency response curve (e.g. Nichols curve etc.) to a suitable location. If the “ultimate point” is the “ultimate point”, as mentioned before, it is known as Modified Z-N (M/Z-N) method [3].

The derivation of the M/Z-N tuning parameter equations for a PID controller are actually given in [3], hence we only list the resulting equations for moving the ultimate point on the frequency response:

\[
\begin{align*}
    k_p &= k_u r_b \cos \varphi_b \\
    \tau_1 &= \frac{P_u \tan \varphi_b}{4\alpha \pi \left(1 + \frac{4\alpha}{\tan^2 \varphi_b} + 1\right)} \\
    \tau_2 &= \alpha \tau_1
\end{align*}
\]

Where, $\alpha$ is the ratio of derivative time constant to integral time constant for the PID controller, $r_b$ the gain to introduce by the controller at the given point, $\varphi_p$ is the phase to introduce by the controller at the given point. In the common Z-N rule $\alpha$ is set to $1/4$ but this is not the case in this paper. It is worth noting that for the tilt system with the nominal values given here, the ultimate gain is $k_u = 0.325$ and period is $P_u = 0.825$ sec.

**4.2 Optimized Z-N modified tuning**

The manual tuning analysis reveals trends of parameter variation in the Z-N modified approach, see (3), their mapping into PID gains and impact on tilt performance. We utilise an optimization framework to improve tuning of the PID controller given the cumbersome performance trade-off and the non-minimum phase characteristics of the design plant.

In most time domain optimization based PID works four typical and widely popular performance indices for PID design in the time domain appear [3], [18], [19], [20]. Namely the ISE (integral of squared error), IAE (integral of absolute error), ITSE (integral of time multiply squared error) and ITAE (Integral time of absolute error). However, as seen in [16] these index(es may...
be of limited use to the tilt control problem when it comes to performance and robustness properties. In this paper we focus on minimization given by (4).

Note that “rqd” refers to the ride quality [16] degradation of the tilting system compared to the non-tilting system at the higher speed (58m/s i.e. 30% higher than the non-tilting speed). The sensitivity peak bound impose a basic level of robustness (note that we do not consider a core robust control scheme explicitly in this paper). Normally for the sensitivity peak a bound of no more than 2 is used [24] but as the system is non-minimum phase and a very simple controller is employed, a slightly higher bound is allowed. \( R_+ \) is the set of positive real numbers.

Choice of initial conditions: The optimization process commences with parameter conditions for the optimization process, especially for the practising control engineer, that stem from the original suggestion in [1], i.e. \( r_b^0 = 0.5, \varphi_b^0 = 20 \text{deg}, \alpha^0 = 0.25 \).

Different initial conditions will impact the nonlinear optimization outcome due to the existence of local minima. A way to prevent the optimisation process getting stuck in local minimum is to add more iterations. We utilise multi-start to perturbing initial conditions in the optimization procedure (about 10 iterations with a random initial value generation in the interval \([0.25 \hat{\alpha}, 5 \hat{\alpha}]\), where \( \hat{\alpha} \) is the row vector of initial parameters \( (r_b^0, \varphi_b^0, \alpha^0) \), as discussed above). Note that unrealistic parameter bounds for the initial conditions would normally result to unrealistic optimization.

The problem can be implemented in Matlab software using either \( \text{fminsearch()}, \) with appropriate violation constraints, or \( \text{fminbnd()} \) functions.

5. Results and Discussion

The section begins by analysing the results on the nominal system, then extends discussion to preliminary assessment of performance under parametric perturbations from a robustness point of view of the proposed controller solutions.

5.1 Nominal performance

Firstly, the design follows a manual approach i.e. manually changing the M/Z-N parameters and investigating the trend of responses of the Closed-loop system. The parameter values start from the recommended ones as discussed previously, i.e. \( (r_b = 0.5, \varphi_b = 20 \text{deg}, \alpha = 0.25 \) (which is a rather process-control based recommendation) and proceeds by varying (mainly the ratio \( \alpha \) and the phase \( \varphi_b \)) . The parameter variation trend (manually) is shown in rows 2 (original) – 6 (case 4) of Table 3.

The results are shown in Figures 4-9. Note that the top-left subfigure shows the effective cant deficiency response (if it is zero then the required amount of tilt on steady-curve is achieved).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Z-N modified</th>
<th>( \alpha )</th>
<th>( r_b )</th>
<th>( \varphi_b ) (deg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 5 (opt)</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>0.293</td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{align*}
\min_{r_b, \varphi_b, \alpha \in R_+} \quad & \left[ (2.80 \dot{y} + 2.03 \ddot{y} - 11.1)_{\geq 0} + 0.185 \delta_{2.283}^2 \right] \\
\text{s.t.} \quad & \text{rqd}(r_b, \varphi_b, \alpha) \leq 7.5\% \\
& \|S(r_b, \varphi_b, \alpha)(j\omega)\|_\infty \leq 2.4
\end{align*}
\]
The dotted line presents the same response if a pseudo-reference E.C.D step input of unity amplitude was applied (with all railtrack inputs set to zero). Increasing $\alpha$ makes the response more aggressive for the effective cant deficiency and degrades ride quality level. Decreasing the phase $\varphi_b$ contribution also complements aggressiveness of response due to the move of the curve closer to the Nichols plot point (0 dB, -180deg).

The last row of Table 3 presents the results from the optimization process. The value of ratio $\alpha$ and that of the phase $\varphi_b$ are substantially increased relative to the original recommended values, while the value of the gain $r_b$ decreased. The optimization process essentially aims to satisfy the required constraints and the PCT minimization by moving one point on the Nichols plot. The results are shown on Figure 10.

For completeness the obtained PID controller transfer functions are shown on Table 4. Figures 11 and 12 present the PID controllers magnitude response and control sensitivity plot respectively. Note that the control action (as seen from the magnitude level in the control sensitivity plot) is constrained and not exceeding 10dB at high frequencies.

The details of the designs in terms of using the aforementioned assessment approach are shown on Table 5. This also illustrates the benefits of using the optimization approach.
Fig. 9.: Modified Ziegler- Nichols (case 4)

The achieved level is close to the expected results for such optimized PID controller type as also shown in [16]. For completeness, the stability margins for all controllers (nominal plant) are presented on Table 6.

Fig. 10.: Modified Ziegler- Nichols (case 5, opt)

Table 4. PID controllers list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$K_{PID}$ controller</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>$K_{PID}$ controller</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-N PID freq resp</td>
<td>$\frac{1.123s^2 + 10.3s + 24.47}{0.4129s^2 + 51.88s}$</td>
<td>Z-N modified case 2</td>
<td>$\frac{0.5392s^2 + 3.887s + 19.16}{0.1949s^2 + 24.49s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td></td>
<td>Z-N modified case 3</td>
<td>$\frac{0.51s^2 + 3.364s + 19.16}{0.1676s^2 + 21.06s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified</td>
<td>$\frac{0.7321s^2 + 7.344s + 19.16}{0.3754s^2 + 47.17s}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>original</td>
<td></td>
<td>Z-N modified case 4</td>
<td>$\frac{0.3534s^2 + 2.569s + 16.06}{0.152s^2 + 19.1s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified</td>
<td>$\frac{0.5871s^2 + 4.745s + 19.16}{0.2397s^2 + 30.13s}$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>case 1</td>
<td></td>
<td>Z-N modified case 5</td>
<td>$\frac{0.2372s^2 + 0.739s + 9.0}{0.0741s^2 + 9.316s}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(optim.)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 11.: PID Controller magnitude frequency response (integral action below 0.1 rad/s not shown here)

Fig. 12.: Control sensitivity plot (all)
Table 5 PID controller performance assessment with the different design approaches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deterministic (as per given units)</th>
<th>Z-N PID freq resp Original</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified original</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified case 1</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified case 2</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified case 3</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified case 4</th>
<th>Z-N PID modified case 5 (opt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lateral acceleration RMS deviation (%g)</td>
<td>6.23</td>
<td>6.804</td>
<td>5.278</td>
<td>4.624</td>
<td>4.182</td>
<td>4.427</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak value (%g)</td>
<td>20.923</td>
<td>21.024</td>
<td>19.130</td>
<td>18.160</td>
<td>17.432</td>
<td>17.580</td>
<td>16.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roll gyroscope RMS deviation (rad/s)</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak Value (rad/s)</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.087</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>0.089</td>
<td>0.091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCT related Peak jerk level (%g/s)</td>
<td>11.646</td>
<td>11.16</td>
<td>10.469</td>
<td>10.134</td>
<td>9.905</td>
<td>9.739</td>
<td>9.247</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing (% of passeng.)</td>
<td>77.15</td>
<td>75.208</td>
<td>69.896</td>
<td>67.627</td>
<td>66.077</td>
<td>65.553</td>
<td>62.465</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ride quality (passenger comfort) Tilting train</td>
<td>2.664</td>
<td>2.696</td>
<td>2.758</td>
<td>2.813</td>
<td>2.874</td>
<td>2.969</td>
<td>3.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degradation. (%)</td>
<td>-6.47</td>
<td>-5.347</td>
<td>-3.166</td>
<td>-1.229</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>4.246</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 6. Stability margins for the controllers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design approach</th>
<th>GM (linear)</th>
<th>PM (deg)</th>
<th>GM cross-over (rad/s)</th>
<th>PM cross-over (rad/s)</th>
<th>(|S(j\omega)|_\infty) (linear)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Z-N freq resp</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td>77.16</td>
<td>8.89</td>
<td>4.396</td>
<td>4.665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified original</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>8.68</td>
<td>0.3462</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified case 1</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>95.75</td>
<td>8.78</td>
<td>0.548</td>
<td>2.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified case 2</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>95.42</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified case 3</td>
<td>1.58</td>
<td>57.29</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>2.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified case 4</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>94.0</td>
<td>8.42</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z-N modified case 5 (opt)</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>90.86</td>
<td>9.97</td>
<td>0.851</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 Robustness considerations

Here a brief discussion on robust performance considerations for the optimized design is presented. We consider a +/- 20% uncertainty (from nominal values, see Appendix A) on each of the following parameters of the model: vehicle body mass and inertia, lateral suspension stiffness and damping, airspring suspension stiffnesses and damping, roll-bar stiffness. The considered uncertainty produces a family of 25 plants (in fact for some of the low extreme suspension parameter values, the vehicle would normally undergo maintenance service in practice). The analysis is based on Monte Carlo approach, and uses the controller of case 5.

It can be seen from Figures 13, 14 and 15 that the designed system with the optimization-based PID controller maintains stability for the level of dynamic uncertainty considered above (some oscillations noted for 2 plants, are due to the extreme parameter combinations). Regarding ride quality, some of the uncertain parameter combinations result to degraded performance >7.5% degraded.

In particular, and given the plant family of the 25 plants (one being the nominal on which the design was performed), 17 out of 25 cases maintain ride quality less than 7.5% worst while the remaining 8 combinations violate the ride quality criterion. The worst case ride quality is about 68% degraded and relates to the uncertain case of a heavier mass on suspension with lesser damping than the nominal value. This is not unexpected as only a light robustness touch was included in the design process. Still, considering that only the constrain on peak sensitivity value was imposing a level of basic robustness and using such a very simple tuning approach, the result can be regarded as highly satisfactory for such a controller.

The interested reader is referred to detailed robustness investigation for other types of PID controllers in [16].
6. Conclusions

We presented a detailed study of Ziegler-Nichols based PID control design for non-precedent tilt vehicle platform. Design simplicity was emphasized and the related impact on deterministic/stochastic tilt performance was investigated. Optimized tuning of the modified Ziegler-Nichols parameters has substantial impact on performance improvement (regardless the design plant’s non-minimum phase zeros). This is achieved by use of nonlinear optimization to address the conflicting performance specifications. Detailed performance results on the nominal models as well as initial robustness results are presented.

The PID control design suggestions here can be considered for active suspensions of similar nature. The authors are currently looking into validation of the proposed scheme as part of an integrated control design framework to other types of tilting platform related systems.

The paper should be of considerable interest to control practitioners, in active suspensions, who may be more familiar with traditional PID control and simple tuning rules.
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Appendix A. Variables and Parameters

- \(y_v, y_b, y_o\): Lateral displacement of body, bogie and track
- \(\theta_v, \theta_b, \delta_a\): Roll displacement of body, bogie and actuator
- \(\theta_o, R\): Track cant, curve radius
- \(\nu\): Vehicle forward speed (tilt: 58m/s)
- \(m_v\): Half body mass, 19000(kg)
- \(i_{vr}\): Half body inertia, 25000(kgm)
- \(m_b\): Bogie mass, 2500(kg)
- \(i_{br}\): Bogie roll inertia, 1500(kgm²)
- \(k_{az}\): Airspring area stiffness, 210e3 N/m
- \(k_{sz}\): Airspr. series stiffness, 620e3 N/m
- \(k_{rz}\): Airspr reservoir stiffness, 244e3N/m
- \(c_{rz}\): Airspr. reserv. damping, 33e3 Ns/m
- \(k_{sy}\): Secondary lateral stiffness, 260e3 N/m
- \(c_{sy}\): Secondary lateral damping, 33e3 Ns/m
- \(y_w\): Bogie kinematic

Appendix B. PCT Factor

Pct factor formulae [23]

\[
P_{ct} = (A\ddot{y} + B\dot{y} - C)_{\leq 0} + D\dot{\theta}^E
\]

With the constants given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>D</th>
<th>E</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standing passengers</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>0.185</td>
<td>2.283</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seated passengers</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>1.626</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With:

- \(P_{ct}\) = passenger comfort index on curve transition, representing the percentage of passengers feeling discomfort
- \(\ddot{y}\) = maximum vehicle body lateral acceleration, in the time interval: beginning of the curve transition and 1.6sec after the end of the transition (expressed in %’age of g), g denotes gravity
- \(\ddot{y}\) = maximum lateral jerk level, calculated as the maximum difference between two subsequent values of \(\ddot{y}\) no closer than 1sec, in the time interval: 1sec before the start of the curve transition and the end of the transition (expressed in %’age of g /sec’
- \(\dot{\theta}\) = maximum absolute value of vehicle body roll speed, in the time interval between the beginning of the curve transition to the end of the curve transition (expressed in degrees per second), dot denotes the derivative with respect to time t

Figure B.1: \(P_{CT}\) calculations graphical representation